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There are many areas, including the field of
transport, where people with highly developed and specialised

skills can help the practical operator or manager to find

solutions to problems, with considerable benefit not only to

the specialist and the operator, but also to the community in

general by way of improved .services or working conditions,

reduced costs and the like. It would seem however, that many

of these benefits will not be achieved because of the limited

line of communication which at present exists between specialist

and layman" Many a problem, awaiting solution, will remain

unanswered because the specialist is not aware that the problem

exists while, on the other hand, the opexator or manager is, in

many cases, ignorant of the facilities which could be made

available from consultants, Government institutes, and those

largely untapped sour'ces I the various cent:res of leaxning such
as universities~

A somewhat different communication problem must be
overcome even after the initial approach has been made and

contact established between specialist and operator. It is

for the specialist to understand the true complexity
nature of the exercise, partly because of a lack of

on the operating side and partly because the

operator is not able to explain or define the

properly.. On the other hand, a layman practical

or manager has difficUlty in fully understanding the
of help obtainable from the specialist- this may be

by a lack of appreciation of the techniques available

in the very broadest sense. Particular problems at times

pa:cticular specialist treatment, and it can be seen

, because of this communication problem, thex€ is a real

that a specialist may become involved with an investiga

for which a quite different skill is required. This is

to both specialist and operator and has, no doubt,
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been the cause of some disenchantment, and a reduction in

enthusiasm for cooperation in the future.

The foregoing has painted a somewhat gloomy picture

of the cooperation scene between academic specialist and

practical operator, but despite the difficulties, the authors

quite firmly believe that, by application of enterprise,

enthusiasm, patience and understanding, many of the problems,

now considered to be a veritable way of life, could be solved

if only the specialist and operator could break through this

barrier of communication.. In support of this contention, this

paper presents an illustration of what can be achieved by

cooperation, in describing in fairly broad outline, a project

carried out by the then Municipal Tramways Trust in Adelaide

with the cooperation of academic staff from the University of

Adelaide and a local firm of consultants, for the solution to

problems associated with bus operation in the Adelaide rnetro'~

politan area"

INITIAL APPROACH

This project was probably initiated -in 1964 when

Professor Renfrey Potts (Professor of Applied Mathematics,

University of Adelaide) approached the Municipal Tramways Trust,

among other organisations, to see whethe:r the Trust had any

pI:'actical problems to be solved. The Professor, very wisely,

wanted to find practical problems for his mathem&tics students

rather than have them tryout their skills on hypothetical ones

This approach was followed by the setting up of weekly

sessions at which students, practical operators and other

interested parties posed practical problems and discussed

possible theoretical approaches to their solution. Among those

present at these sessions were Professor Potts, Mr. P"G. Pak
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(now of P"G" Pak Poy and Associates, a local firm specialising

in operations research with a background knowledge of the pUblic
transport industry), several students who later joined the

staff of P" G" Pak Pay and Associates, and the Trust I S Traffic

Manager, Mr. R. P" Wilson, who outlined problems faced by the

Municipal Tramways Trust in the areas of timetabling, crew

rostering and other aspects of bus operation.. Subsequent

weekly sessions indicated that solutions to the Trust's

problems were, at least, theoretically possible.

PROJECT OUTLINE

P"G" Pak Poy and Associates then approached the
Municipal Tramways Trust with a proposal to investigate the

automation of certain of the rostering procedures" This

proposal was accepted and led to further investigations aimed

at achieving an integrated system for the preparation of time'

tables, rosters and payrolls for traffic crews. After a survey

of the project, the conSUltants suggested that, because of the

size and compleXity of the problem, the best approach was to

divide the overall procedure into steps and to attempt to

deVise the optimal solution by using a mathematical modelling

technique, and then write a computer programme for each step"

Because of the probability of finding an early solution in

some areas of cre\-t rostering, it was decided to tackle this

section of the total project first, and the agreed philosophy

was for the conSUltants to stUdy the Trust's manual methods

and develop these rather than seek a completely new sOlution.

TRE ROSTER PROBLEM

This can be stated as the production, from pre.
determined timetable data, of a set of duty schedules or man-
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shifts which exactly covers all duty, and the arrangement of

these daily shifts into fortnightly duty rosters for traffic

crews. The duty schedules and .fortnightly rosters must be

compiled so as to comply with a complex industrial award and

other agreed conditions and to achieve, as far as practicable,
optimal economy.

In a preliminary discussion between the consultants
and QUI operations staff to formulate a study plan, it was

agreed that the total rostering problem should be broken down

into three major phases, each of which could be the subject of

a separate investigation,. It was intended that the three phases

would be combined subsequently to form one complete procedure

capable of integration with eXisting Ol: proposed procedures foz

the compilation of timetables and payrolls for traffic crews,

The rostering phases to be investigated were as fOllow:

Phase I - The initial compilation of duty shifts

to COver all duty exactly.

Phase 11 - The re-arrangement of morning and

afternoon portions of broken shifts

compiled in Phase I to produce an

optimal. or near-optimal economic result.

Phase III - The construction of the fortnightly

duty roster for traffic crews.

PROCEDURE FOR THE PREPARATION OF DUTY ROSTERS

As has already been stated, the agreed philosophy
was I in general tenus, to develop the manual methods then in

current use, with the aim of using automation as a means of

reducing pr'oduction time and ensure, as far as Possible,
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DEVELOPMENT IN AUTOMATION OF THE ROSTER PROCEDURES

Evaluate each shift for payroll prepara·

tioD by calculating minutes of duty,

penalties and allowances. This informa·

tioD forms the basis for an automated

payroll procedure and for the compilation

of cost and statistical records e

Ext:r:act the data necessary for the con·

struction, of the fort.nightly duty roster

for traffic crews. This information is

collated with similar information relating

to Saturday and Sunday shifts.

Construct fortnightly duty rosters. The

data extracted in Step 9 is combined into

a fortnightly duty roster based on five

days duty and two days off each week for

each employee ..

Step 9

Step 8

Phase III - Step 10

The basic problem consists of cutting runs into

F.R, Hanis & P. Langsford

The thr'ee automation Phases I, 11 and III were

expected to be complex, to require a large capacity computer

and also be capable of integration with each other, It was

decided, therefore, that the programmes should be written to

run on the CDC 6400 machine owned by the University of Adelaide.

Phase I - Although the first stage in preparing duty rosters

from timetables, the compilation of shifts (or run

cutting) is the most complex and time consuming

aspect of all scheduling procedures and for this

reason the investigation of the automation of this

phase was left until completion of the automation

of Phases II and Ill.
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Because of the potential economic benefit and other
advantages gained by a saving in schedule

time, the investigation into the automation and
cutting procedures has been well WorthWhile.

problem could be obtained" It was then considered
that further investigation to pursue complete

automation of the procedures would be uneconomical,

F"R" Harris & p" Langsford

The automated procedure has been arranged in

each capable of independent application for Use, if
required, in conjunction with manual procedures.
This fleXibility provides the means by which

duty shifts can be produced for Operation Over

extended periods in apprOximately one-third of the

construction time necessary when Using fUlly manual
methods"

The automated technique does not provide the oPtimum

sOlution in all circumstances and test evaluations
have shown that the computerised shifts represent

a slight increase in traffic wage costs when compar'ed
with shifts compiled manually by an experienced

schedule bUilder.. For this reason, it was decided

to USe the fUlly automated procedures On a selective
basis with particular application to schedule con"

struction required for periods of short duration,
thus limiting the effect of the increased wage
costs but retaining the benefit of rapid

The procedure can also be used to compile shifts

for the quick evaluation of alterations to service
or industrial award conditions as data for such
changes to service or award conditions can be
easily introduced into the programmes.

504
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Phase III - Having achieved the automation of Phase II, it was

decided next to automate the procedures used for

the construction of fortnightly duty rosters for

traffic crews.. The basic problem in Phase III is

to arrange the daily shifts to form weekly and

fortnightly periods of work in a way which complies

with the award conditions and local customs and

which incurs minimum cost~

For this problem, an optimal assignment progI'annne

was used to evaluate each line of work according to

a predetermined score system.. The process used

ensures that a near-optimum solution, consistent

with award and local custom requirements, is

achieved ..

This computer programme was completed in November

1966 and checks made showed that the automated

procedure provided a solution superior to that being

achieved manually. The programme has been used to

prepare all new fortnightly rosters since the

beginning of 1967 and has provided advantages for

both management and traffic crews .- management

benefits by the guarantee of a near·-optimurn minimum

cost roster, and traffic crews have their work

arranged with more identical or similar starting

times than was achieved under the manual system~

The time required to prepare a new fortnightly duty

roster has been reduced from three weeks to one day.

Complementary procedures .-

In October 1966, the Municipal Tramways Trust took

delivery of its own IBM System 360 Model 20 computer

which was to be used principally for processing
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nature of the off-peak services, the investigation would be

limited to the development of automated procedures which

would design optimum peak hour services using the minimum

nwnber of vehicles based on load statistics and any specified

standard of service.. The new peak hour services were then to

be automatically combined with existing or pr-e-determined off-

peak services to produce complete timetables" Because of the

complexity of the task it was further decided to carry out

the project in two stages - firstly the preparation of time,

tables for a relatively simply service along a single route

without branches and if success was achieved, this would be

followed by a more complex problem involving multiple services

operating over a conunon trunk with any or all of ~he services
having branches ..

The consultants completed their investigations and

developed an automated procedure which was capable of producing

timetables of a simple nature.. However, the results were not

entirely satisfactory as the timetables produced were not as

efficient or economic as those produced manually, mainly because

of the greater flexibility of the manual methods, and for this

reason, it was decided not to proceed with the second stage of

the investigation" Although the results of the study were some

what disappointing, the fact that the computer'-produced time

table was functional and met most of the Trust I s requirements

was a significant achievement"

LESSONS

The investigations, briefly outlined in the foregoing

pages, took place over a period of some six or seven years and

provided a number' of lessons which the authors believe could be

used to avoid or at least reduce waste of time, effort and
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It was found that precise documentation of these

matters very considerably reduced the extent of the mis

understandings which subsequently occur-red" The act of

conunitting statements of aims and problems to paper led to

more consideration of the subject matter by the operator and

gave an improved study opportunity to the specialist,. A very

important advantage of proper documentation, especially in a

major investigation over a long period of time, was that basic

information could be more readily and accurately passed on in

the event of the almost inevitable changes in staff which take

place"

Division of the Problem

During the preliminary study of the proposal to

automate procedures for the preparation of timetables and

rosters, it was recognised that because the total problem was

too large and complex to attempt as a single project t separate

investigations would be necessary for timetable pr'eparation

and roster preparation" Again, in considering the roster

problem, it was found that a division into three separate

phases not only reduced the complexity of the problem but also

presented an opportunity of providing benefits more quickly ..

The system of dividing a major problem into a number of smaller,

separate problems for solution and subsequent amalgamation had

proved successful and was continued during the more detailed

examination of the procedures for roster preparation.

The breakdown into smaller steps provided an ability

to test each progressive step, and to find and correct errors

which would otherwise have created difficulties in subsequent

stages of the investigation"
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in that -

Rosters could now be prepared on a near

minimum cost basis ..

The new procedures allowed a quick evaluation

to be made of the effect of changes Or proposed

changes in indust:rial working conditions"

More accurate estimates of the effect of service

adjustments, extensions of service or the intro

duction of new services could be obtained ..

The time required to prepare timetables and duty

rosters was considerably reduced, enabling more

frequent reviews of both timetables and rosters
to be made.

The Trust's roster staff have been required to

define clearly the problems they are attempting to solve and

to detail, in writing, the procedures used, thereby clarifying

these matters and giving a more critical outlook on their
work"

The reduction in timetable and roster preparation

time has encouraged flexibility in approach and facilitates

experimentation to test new ideas to achieve better results.

There are benefits to traffic crews in the form of
better arrangement of duty schedules.

FUTURE STUDIES

As far as the Municipal Tramways Trust, now the

Bus and Tram Division of the State Transport Authority in South

Australia, is concerned, the:re are further areas on the physical
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Bus and Tr:'am Destination Signs

The diversity of bus services in Adelaide has

resulted in an- intensive, complicated system for the display

of route destinations on buses" There is considerable

difficulty in finding sufficient space on bus destination sign

rollers, and in providing traffic crews with a simple method

of arranging for the display of the correct destination sign

at each of the destination sign boxes. Although the problem

could partly be solved by the allocation of particular buses

to particular routes, this would drastically reduce the overall

flexibility of the bus fleet and result in economic disadvantage.

This seems to be a further area where a study of the use of

specialised equipment. could yield worthwhile benefits ..




